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KIOSK SOLUTIONS



POLYTOUCH® PASSPORT 27

SELF ORDERING & TICKETING KIOSK 
With two displays, the 27″ PASSPORT is ideally equipped for any space that gets 
particularly busy during peak hours:

In quick service and fast casual restaurants, the 27″ PASSPORT speeds up 
ordering and payment processes many times over. This also applies to ticketing 
in the leisure industry.

For those who can do without dual power, the system is also available as a single 
standalone and wallmount variant.

The 27″ PASSPORT’s footprint is minimal, so it’s never been easier to integrate a 
self-service terminal into existing store designs.



POLYTOUCH® PASSPORT 32

SELF ORDERING & TICKETING KIOSK 
The 32″ PASSPORT makes ordering in the system gastronomy and the ticket 
purchase in the entertainment area faster and more convenient

With its large and responsive display, we have optimized the 32″ PASSPORT for 
order processing in quick service and fast casual restaurants and as a ticketing 
solution (cinemas, concerts, shows, exhibitions).

Different form factors (single and dual display) and mounting options (wallmount, 
stand), the small footprint and the possibility to integrate numerous peripherals 
guarantee maximum flexibility in the purpose and placement on the surface.

In its dual display variant, the 32″ PASSPORT serves two customers at the same 
time, reducing waiting times during busy periods.



POLYTOUCH® NEO 21.5”

WAYFINDER KIOSK  & SELF-SERVICE POINT
The newest member of our interactive kiosk family. Building upon the success 
of its predecessor, Classic, Neo takes user experience to new heights with its 
modern design and cutting-edge hardware. Featuring a compact 21.5-inch full 
HD touch display, Neo is the epitome of convenience and style.

Neo showcases a sleek and contemporary design that seamlessly blends into 
any environment. Its slim profile and clean lines exude sophistication, adding a 
touch of elegance to museums, hotels, retail spaces, and more.



POLYTOUCH® OUTDOOR

EVERYWHERE AND FOR ALL SEASONS
• The OUTDOOR kiosk terminal simplifies cashless ticket sales for public 

transport operators and passengers. 24 hours a day, 7 days a week! 

• On the 32″-touch screen of the OUTDOOR, purchasing passenger tickets is 
easy for everyone. 

• On the OUTDOOR kiosk terminal your food and beverages appear so crisp and 
sharp that just looking at the images and videos will turn a small appetite into 
a big one. 

• High readability of  screen content even under difficult lighting conditions due 
to Optical Bonding



POLYTOUCH® SWIFT 24

SIMPLY SELF-ORDERING 
We are specialists in digital self-service in the food service industry. We are 
expanding our position in the industry with the SWIFT.

Searching for a Cost-Efficient Terminal for Self-Ordering with Complete 
Hardware Integration? Than the SWIFT is just right for you. Our new kiosk comes 
with everything you need to make ordering food and beverages as smooth as 
possible for your guests.



POLYTOUCH® FLEX 21.5”

FAST, INTUITIVE, APPEALING SELF-CHECKOUT KIOSK
With its ultra-compact chassis, the FLEX Self Checkout Kiosk finds its place in 
every shop concept, whether in large-scale food retailing or in micro-markets. 
The different mounting options also contribute to this. The FLEX kiosk solution 
cuts a fine figure as a floor-standing, wall-mounted or countertop version.

The ergonomic arrangement of the modules reduces the interaction area of your 
customers during self-check-out to an absolute minimum. The high-resolution, 
frameless multi-touch screen conveys a familiar technology atmosphere by being 
oriented towards the look and feel of tablets. So old and young know what to do.



POLYTOUCH® CURVE INFOTERMINAL

A SELF SERVICE KIOSK FOR EVERY DAY
hrough displaying interactive content, the Curve Info Terminal attracts the 
attention of customers or visitors. Unlike analog advertising or information 
tools, the Curve Info Terminal is easy to update, allowing for a quick response 
to changing situations. Equipped with the right peripherals, it can serve you and 
your customers in the best possible way: showcasing updates about seasonal 
offers, product specifications or receipt inspirations – you decide how the Info 
Terminal will offer help, guidance or inspiration. 

The kiosk is powered by our in-house solution – the Akhet PC-Box. The Box sits 
behind the display and is incredibly compact in size, at the same time offering 
various ports that ensure the connectivity of the box. The unique design with 
two curved pedestals allows for a smart integration of all peripherals without 
changing ist overall shape.



ABOUT US

OUR COMPANY HISTORY
At MetroClick, we help you focus on telling 

your unique story to your customers. We are an 
organization that listens, evolves and innovates 

unique points of interaction with your clients to create 
engagement and boost your brand’s impact.

We have developed millions of lines of code while 
designing new, unique solutions to accommodate 
our clients’ needs and interest across numerous 
industries. From stadiums to financial services 

institutions, high fashion to hospitality, MetroClick’s 
team is versatile to meet any engagement, industry 
or clients’ needs to help present your message and 
desired customer experience one touch at a time.

WE CREATE INTERACTIVE  
EXPERIENCES & PRODUCTS

MetroClick has merged hardware manufacturing capabilities 
and an in-house software development team to create the 

highest levels of functionality, customization and versatility. 
We pride ourselves on being a full-service platform bringing 

both your hardware and software vision to life.

ENGAGE & CONNECT WITH 
CUSTOMERS IN YOUR INDUSTRY

Our mission is to develop incredible software and hardware 
solutions that create unforgettable interactive experiences  

to increase brand awareness.



Watch  MetroClick
 Video Here

Watch  Device Hub
 Video Here

Watch  Digital Payment
 Video Here

WATCH VIDEOS

https://vimeo.com/633031590
https://vimeo.com/637178139
https://vimeo.com/454051812


THANK YOU

239 West 29th Street
Ground Floor
New York City, NY 10001

sales@metroclick.com
646-843-0888
metroclick.com




